Fig. 1. Our system takes as input an initial scene layout associated with a causal graph of expected events. It then combines simulation, search and learning to build a success probability measure with respect to layout perturbations, and optimizes the layout for robustness against manual placement errors during assembly. The optimized layout is then exported as a guide sheet and used to successfully assemble complex chain reactions in the physical world.
. Our system takes as input an initial scene layout associated with a causal graph of expected events. It then combines simulation, search and learning to build a success probability measure with respect to layout perturbations, and optimizes the layout for robustness against manual placement errors during assembly. The optimized layout is then exported as a guide sheet and used to successfully assemble complex chain reactions in the physical world.
Chain reaction contraptions, commonly referred to as Rube Goldberg machines, achieve simple tasks in an intentionally complex fashion via a cascading sequence of events. They are fun, engaging and satisfying to watch. Physically realizing them, however, involves hours or even days of manual trial-and-error effort. The main difficulties lie in predicting failure factors over long chains of events and robustly enforcing an expected causality between parallel chains, especially under perturbations of the layout. We present a computational framework to help design the layout of such contraptions by optimizing their robustness to possible assembly errors. Inspired by the active learning paradigm in machine learning, we propose a generic sampling-based method to progressively approximate the success probability distribution of a given scenario over the design space of possible scene layouts. The success or failure of any given simulation is determined from a user-specified causal graph enforcing a time ordering between expected events. Our method scales to complex causal graphs and high dimensional
INTRODUCTION
Chain reaction contraptions, also known as Rube Goldberg machines, achieve simple functions from intentionally complex sequences of events (see Figure 2 ). These machines sit at the intersection of entertainment, art and engineering; as such, they are featured in TV commercials [Honda 2003 ], exhibited as art pieces [Fischli and Weiss 1987] , and used for educational purposes in classrooms and science fairs [Kim and Park 2012] . A particularly compelling aspect of these setups is the careful management of risk: a chain of events Fig. 2 . In a now-famous cartoon series, Rube Goldberg invented complicated gadgets performing simple tasks in convoluted ways. These machines are fun and exciting as they delicately balance apparent unpredictability and careful risk management. In this paper, we focus on computationally optimizing the layout of real-world Rube Goldberg machines. "Professor Butts and the Self-Operating Napkin" by Rube Goldberg. [Public domain], via Wikimedia (https://w.wiki/3gE).
is all the more captivating when it looks like it could fail at multiple points. Contraption builders can spend days trying to assemble these sophisticated structures in a reasonably predictable way, relying on a rich community knowledge including rules of thumb and specific procedures to try to minimize risks of failure [Price 2017] . Despite these efforts, physical realization of such chains of events remains a delicate art, involving a tedious and very time consuming trial-and-error design process.
Authors of chain reactions face two main challenges. First, small variations at one step may result in wider unintended deviations further down the line (aka the butterfly effect). Limitations in our spatial cognitive abilities prevent us from considering all possible outcomes of a sequence of physical events [Schwartz and Hegarty 1996] . As a consequence, long chains of events -even individually simple ones -can easily fail due to a single unwanted side effect. For instance, dominoes arranged along tight, highly curved paths can fall onto each other in an unexpected order. Moreover, orchestrating complex sequences may require carefully synchronizing several simpler sub-chains that run in parallel, or at least being able to robustly predict the completion order of these sub-chains. In other words, a target causality between events is often sought, such as a lid being removed from a cup so that a ball can fall in it. This kind of effect is essential to make contraptions more visually engaging, as they make potential failures points more obvious to the spectator.
Rube Goldberg machines are an example of real life designs where authoring and assembly are several orders of magnitude longer than the final execution. Hence, despite the efforts of many passionate practitioners, such contraptions are often limited to linear chains and lack non-trivial causal dependencies involving the synchronization of parallel branches. In this paper, we investigate the use of computational design to simplify and accelerate the realization of chain reaction contraptions, notably by making designs robust to modeling bias and perturbations induced by manual assembly.
Interestingly, developing a computational design tool for such machines is quite different from design problems already tackled in computer graphics: while the creation of objects and assemblies from target motion has already been investigated (see the survey by Bermano et al. [2017] ), fabrication was done by connecting 3D printed or laser cut parts. By contrast, we face two extra challenges: first, Rube Goldberg machines are fully assembled by hand, and each placement error may jeopardize the whole execution. Second, only pre-existing and possibly imperfect real-world objects are used as components. The designed layout therefore needs to account for their variability and approximately known features. While the management of variability and errors is discussed in industrial contexts [Brewer et al. 2010] , the prevalence of intentional risk-taking in Rube Goldberg machines makes them a challenging case study.
The key idea of this paper is to build a simulation-based success probability distribution (SPD) for the intended scenario conditioned on the layout parameters of the contraption assembly. The input design is subsequently optimized under this estimated probability to improve the robustness to perturbations of the machine layout. More precisely, we start with (i) an initial set of primitive objects (e.g., ball, track) arranged in a coarse scene layout provided by the user; (ii) a set of predefined events (e.g., 'rolling on', 'falling') arranged in a causal graph specifying their expected event order as in Figure 1 ; and (iii) a limit range for each layout parameter. Note that the initial layout does not need to yield a successful run; instead, we expect to find such successful layouts in the provided parameter space. Efficiently computing a probability of success from such input requires solving two challenges: first, exploring the potentially highdimensional design space to find enough successful instances; and second, building an estimator that is accurate near the relevant regions of the design space.
We combine efficient search and machine learning techniques to address both issues. We tackle the first challenge using an adaptive sampling algorithm that progressively trades exploration of the design space for exploitation of the discovered successful regions. We formulate the second challenge as a binary success/failure classification task, where features are layout parameters and labels are derived from simulations run under the supervision of the causal graph. The success probability given the layout is therefore expressed as the probability of belonging to the 'success' class, as provided by the classifier; it is further refined with an active learning technique. Simulations are run with a fast rigid body engine [Coumans 2018 ], as we posit that a relatively coarse approximation of reality is sufficient to build a confidence metric. Additionally, we use sensitivity analysis to identify events holding a critical role in the sequence and map their individual probability of success to the relevant design parameters; this allows our method to scale to a high number of dimensions. Once a full SPD is built, we increase the robustness of the layout by identifying and optimizing weak points where the design is likely to fail. Note that our optimization takes place in a space with voids, i.e., containing physically impossible configurations preventing any meaningful measure of success.
We evaluate our framework on real-world contraption examples of increasing complexity, both quantitatively (by computing an integral sampling-based robustness metric and comparing the output Designing Chain Reaction Contraptions from Causal Graphs • 43:3 of our method against several baselines) and qualitatively (by constructing these examples in real life). Our results demonstrate that we consistently generate robust designs even in high dimensional configuration spaces. In summary, our contributions are (i) a general methodology to optimize chain reaction contraptions; (ii) a general simulation-based measure of robustness to assembly errors; and (iii) a divide-and-conquer method to efficiently compute this function for complex sequences of events.
RELATED WORK
Fabrication-aware motion design. Real-life Rube Goldberg machines are a form of kinetic art. In the context of computational design and fabrication, researchers have investigated both kinematics and dynamics of machines from various functional considerations. Notable examples for kinematics include: periodic motion design for assemblies of gears and pulleys [Ceylan et al. 2013; Coros et al. 2013; Zhu et al. 2012] and linkages [Bächer et al. 2015; Thomaszewski et al. 2014] , as well as folding [Li et al. 2015] and motion sequences [Garg et al. 2016] . Examples of dynamics-driven design include: adapting internal mass distribution to allow spinning [Bächer et al. 2014] , or configuring parts for pneumatic [Ma et al. 2017] and elastic [Chen et al. 2017] objects as well as wind-up toys [Song et al. 2017] . Different from these examples, our contraptions are relatively large and their components may be loosely or even not constrained to each other: rather, collision and friction dynamics are predominant, and difficult to model accurately. Previous works in computational design generally neglect the sensitivity of solutions to modeling bias and fabrication errors, which can be significant when hand assembly with preexisting components is required. As Rube Goldberg machines typically reuse and subvert common objects, we consider the shape and physical properties of all components as given, and aim to obtain a robust design by only optimizing positions and orientations. The work of Furuta et al. [2010] appears closer to our goal, as the authors propose an interface to design kinetic art pieces; however, their tool only allows to previsualize the contraption's behavior, whereas ours actively optimizes the layout to improve the robustness of the chain reaction.
Simulation-based design functions. A growing number of works in computational design combine the parametrization of a 3D model with a black-box physically-based simulator to build functions directly in the design space. This approach is general, parallelizable, and can leverage efficient spatial data structures [Shugrina et al. 2015] and machine learning techniques [Umetani and Bickel 2018] . Such design functions are useful for exploration, allowing interactive visualization of complex physical phenomena including flight trajectory [Umetani et al. 2014] , fluid flow [Umetani and Bickel 2018] , and various material properties such as heat and stress distribution [Schulz et al. 2017] . More general measures of performance and validity can be computed as well to provide user guidance [Shugrina et al. 2015] or enable exploration of design trade-offs [Schulz et al. 2018] . Different from these works, we use simulations to build a measure of success probability. Since our goal is to find a design robust to modeling and assembly inaccuracies, we only need to predict the occurrence of functionally important events (e.g., collision, rolling on a track, falling into a container, etc.) and not the exact motion, which allows us to use a faster (albeit less realistic) rigid body simulator. Moreover, we can focus the computational effort around the discovered successful regions of the design space. Lastly, we leverage the causal graph to decompose the global success probability into simpler functions defined on subspaces of the design space, allowing to scale to a high number of dimensions.
Computational models of causality. Event graphs have been used for long to represent storyboards in narrative design. Pioneering work from Kalra and Barr [1992] used directed graphs to analyze and model time and events in computer animation. While our causal graph is inspired from their event graph, our goal is to exploit it to create a real world contraption. Chains of events were also studied for video games and computational narratology, e.g. with the goal of finding a consistent causal order among events [Riedl and Young 2006] . In our setting however, the causal chain is fully specified by the user. In the context of mechanical assemblies, researchers have investigated how representations can help analyze and understand causal relations in mechanisms [Mitra et al. 2010; Schwartz and Hegarty 1996] , while more recently, functional graphs have also been used for reconstruction [Lin et al. 2018] . By contrast, our work uses the causal graph to build a measure of robustness that is subsequently used to optimize the design.
CONCEPTS AND DEFINITIONS
We start by introducing some key concepts with an illustrative example (see Figure 3 ). Let us consider the case of a ball initially at rest on a tilted plank. The ball starts rolling on this plank, gains momentum, leaves the plank, and hits the head of a row of dominoes, which all gradually topple until the last one finally comes to a halt.
We have just described a scenario, the central component of our framework. A scenario is a triplet S = {S, G, D} consisting of a scene S, a causal graph G and a design space D. Scene. A scene S is a collection of m 3D objects {o i } m i=1 laid out in space and organized as a scene graph in which a child object's transform (i.e., position and orientation) is defined in the local frame of reference of its parent. This graph is useful for objects whose initial position is more intuitively described relative to others (e.g., a ball resting on a track). For the sake of convenience, we assume that each scene is made of a small number of primitives (in this example, ball, track, dominoes) arbitrarily repeated, combined, and constrained to form an initial setup. Figure 4 shows all the primitives implemented in our system. Each primitive object o i is built from a set of predefined design parameters Θ i = {θ j i }, including both geometric (e.g., length, width) and physical (e.g., mass) parameters.
Causal graph. A causal graph G organizes a collection of events expected to happen during the simulation. An event e = (c e , s e ) has a specific definition in our framework: it is an entity characterized by a condition c e and a state s e . The event condition is a Boolean function of time and one or more objects c e (t, o i , . . .) that evaluates one or more statements about the transform, velocity and/or geometric relationship of these objects at time t. The event state s e (t) is one of {asleep, awake, success, failure}. Let (t k ) k ≥0 be the sequence of simulation times. Any event but the first starts with s e (t 0 ) = asleep, and is triggered awake at some time t e by the success of all of its predecessor(s). The condition c e (t k ) is only evaluated while s e (t k −1 ) = awake. Since we cannot wait indefinitely for the event to happen, we introduce a timeout duration t max such that
success if c e (t k ) = 1 and t e ≤ t k < t e + t max , failure if c e (t k ) = 0 and t k ≥ t e + t max .
https://www.overleaf.com/project/5a436e7525871b781d2c84e8 The timeout t max is manually set to match the longest expected time between two events (2s in our experiments). Figure 5 shows the events currently supported in our system. We note that our formulation induces a discrepancy with the intuitive definition of some events: the act of falling, for instance, is not instantaneous -it lasts a certain amount of time. In our system, however, the switch success or failure is immediate; hence, in such cases, success merely means that the event has started. In practice, we found this formulation sufficiently expressive for our needs. Events are tied together as nodes of the causal graph, which is a directed acyclic graph with a single root node (i.e., only one starting event) and one or more terminal branches. Using a graph rather than a single timeline allows to account for events happening in parallel in more complex scenarios (see Figure 6 ). Each edge (e i , e j ) enforces a temporal ordering of the two events it connects. Hence, for instance, if the ball was to fall on the last domino instead of the first, the causal graph would be violated because the intermediate expected events have not happened. We note that such a causal graph is not . branching scenario. A first domino run (top left of the view) topples and hits a plank, which in turns triggers two parallel branches: on one side, a second domino run topples and falls on a lever, which pivots; on the other, a ball rolls on a track, passes below the now-raised lever, and falls into a goblet. As in Figure 3 , snapshots are matched with events from the causal graph. The two arrows pointing towards event H mean that both E and G need to have happened for H to happen; i.e., the ball can only fall if it started rolling and the lever was raised.
necessarily a tree: two branches may converge, signifying that all parent events need to happen before the current one. The scenario as a whole reaches its termination condition when either (i) the last event of each branch has been reached (global success), or (ii) at least one event has timed out (global failure).
Design space. The design space D allows us to explore different realizations of a scenario. While the previously defined primitive design parameters {Θ i } are fixed, D is composed of the layout parameters of each object relative to its parent in the scene graph. Therefore in the general case D = SE(3) m ; in practice however, some layout parameters can be frozen (e.g., if an object is always in a given plane). This results in d free parameters, each in a predefined range [a, b] . For convenience, we assume that each parameter range is normalized so that
This design space is further structured as follows (see Figure 7 left): first, some regions are forbidden a priori (i.e., before simulation) because they are not physically feasible: typically when two distinct rigid bodies intersect each other at t 0 . They form the impossible region D . Second, the physically feasible space is divided between the success region D + and the failure region D − , which have no explicit representation in the general case, but can be approximated by sampling scenario instances and simulating them under the supervision of the causal graph. Thus, D = D ∪ D + ∪ D − , with some of these regions potentially disconnected. Note that although we are ultimately only interested in finding D + , D and D − are kept distinct for reasons given in Section 7.
While such virtual regions are (implicitly) defined, many sources of bias and error can make the behavior of a virtual scenario diverge from its concrete realization. Coming back to our design space representation, a more telling picture is given Figure 7-top right: uncertainty affects not only the boundary ∂D + , but also the layout of the scene, or in other words, the position x in the design space D. The former reflects a wide range of factors throughout the pipeline: it encompasses random measurement errors as well as calibration, modeling and simulation biases, and rounding errors. The latter can originate from random placement error by the user. While a lot of effort can go into reducing these biases and errors (e.g., by choosing a better simulator, being more careful during assembly, etc.), we take a different approach to lower the chance of failure.
OVERVIEW 4.1 User Experience
Our method workflow is divided in three steps: scenario definition, probability computation and optimization, and physical realization. Defining a scenario consists in specifying the scene, causal graph, and design space.
The user describes the scene by selecting the primitives, setting their geometric and physical parameters, organizing them as a scene graph (optional), and providing an initial layout (not necessarily a successful one). Setting the fixed parameters requires at least a few real-world measurements (e.g., size and weight). The user then indicates a causal graph by choosing events relative to one or several primitives from a preexisting library, and connecting them by directed edges. Lastly, the user specifies the design space in terms of ranges of values for the six transform parameters (position and
∂D + ∂D + ? the left, an idealized view shows each region unambiguously defined, and a layout x clearly positioned. On the right, uncertainties are taken into account: the realization of a layout is now only close to x with a certain probability, while its success or failure also become probabilistic. In other words, points near the success boundary ∂D + are likely to fail in real life.
orientation) of each primitive. Parameters with no range are locked to their initial values. We note that specifying a scene hierarchy in the first step can help avoid the exploration of large irrelevant portions of the design space; just like accurate models however, a sophisticated hierarchy is not strictly necessary. From this input, a simulation-based success probability is built, allowing to optimize the contraption layout to find a solution robust to errors. The solution is then exported as a printed outline to guide the user during assembly (see supplemental).
Algorithm Overview
The core of our method is the computation of a success probability distribution conditioned on the layout x, modeled as the class probability output by a binary success/failure classifier trained on the simulated scenario instances. In Section 5, we propose algorithms to efficiently find successful points in the design space, train the classifier and improve its accuracy via active learning. Section 6 then demonstrates how this method can scale in high-dimensional design spaces using a divide-and-conquer method where the global probability of success is decomposed into conditional probabilities of success of individual events. Each of these components is restricted to the design parameters that really influence the corresponding event, thus reducing the dimensionality of their respective design subspace. Finally, in Section 7, we take the scenario instance with the highest success probability and refine it using an SPD-based global energy that we minimize under physical validity constraints.
SUCCESS PROBABILITY COMPUTATION
We consider a scenario S where objects are laid out according to a vector of parameters x ∈ D, with D = D ∪ D + ∪ D − . Our goal is to build an approximation of the success probability distribution (SPD) Pr(D + |x) using the data provided by the simulator. Our key observation is that we can avoid explicitly modeling all the sources of uncertainty listed in Section 3. As long as we have a synthetic approximation of the outcome function (or 'oracle') h : D \ D → {failure, success}, we can build a probability distribution based solely on a learned approximation of the success region D + . Maximizing such a probability allows to 'push' a point x deeper inside D + , thus increasing robustness to bias and assembly errors. Indeed, moving away from the boundary reduces the dependence between the variance of the input (layout parameters x) and the variance of the output (success/failure flag), which is a central principle of the Taguchi methods for robust design [Rao et al. 2008] . In short, the idea is to make the output less sensitive to parameter variations, thus avoiding the need to explicitly account for all possible sources of error. The SPD is built by calibrating the score of a Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier trained on simulated samples. We chose SVMs not only for their robustness to overfitting in high-dimensional spaces, but also because they mesh very well with our active learning strategy, as described next (see Section 8 for a comparison with baseline methods).
In this section, we consider a single SPD computed on the entire design space. Our method, as shown in Figure 8 -top, starts with an initial exploration of the design space (Section 5.1) by adaptively sampling D and running simulations to find a minimal number of successful instances. The main body of the algorithm (Section 5.2) then follows an active learning strategy in two alternating steps: first, during classifier training, a non-linear kernel SVM is trained on the current dataset to approximate ∂D + ; second, during query synthesis, the decision function of the SVM helps identify uncertain regions of the design space which are then probed to augment the dataset. As a final step (Section 5.3), we apply a probability calibration to map the final SVM score to a class probability for success.
During the entire process, new candidate samples are filtered to discard the physically impossible ones (e.g., those where rigid bodies intersect). Physical validity does not need to be learned because it is enforced by constraints during layout optimization (see Section 7). Valid scenario instances are simulated under supervision of the causal graph, yielding a global success or failure label.
Algorithm 1 Exploration by adaptive sampling.
// Simulate each sample to get their # of successful events.
10:
if | {i :
enouдh ← true // Because x i ∈ D + ⇔ n + i = n.
13:
else 14:
15:
17:
end if 19: end while
Initial Exploration by Adaptive Sampling
The goal of the exploration stage is to discover an initial number of successful instances N + (200 by default). Algorithm 1 details our adaptive sampling method. We iteratively grow a list of physically valid sample points X = k X k , where X k is the list of N s k points (10 by default) drawn from distribution D k at step k, until either (i) the number of successful points |{x ∈ X : x ∈ D + }| reaches N + , or (ii) after k e iterations (500 by default, which was never reached in our experiments). The initial sampling X 0 is drawn from the quasi-random Sobol sequence [1967] (N s 0 = 500 by default). We use the causal graph G to orient the sampling towards the most relevant regions of the design space: for each new sample point x i ∈ X , we simulate the corresponding scenario instance and record the number of successful events n + i (between 0 and n, where n is the total number of events); in other words, n + i is the number of causal graph nodes whose state is success after simulation of a single instance x i . Then, we select the top N + values from {n + i }, and note I their indices. We use them to build a mixture of Gaussians
with a diagonal factor σ = 0.01 by default. There is one Gaussian per sample x i ; their weight w i reflects the relative success of x i with w i = n + I i / j ∈I n + j . This formulation focuses exploration around the current best partially successful scenario instances, which effectively helps it reach regions containing full successes even in high-dimensional design spaces. As in reinforcement learning, we can tune the balance between exploration and exploitation: for instance, a higher σ favors exploration, as points are sampled further from the current best. Moreover, as new successful data points are found, only taking the top N + points at each step means that our method progressively favors exploitation of full successes over exploration of partial successes. Lastly, we note that exploration can be made easier by providing a more detailed causal graph, as it yields a finer-grained distinction between partially successful instances.
Algorithm 2 Classifier training and query synthesis. 
16:
17: end while
Classifier Training and Query Synthesis
The goal of this step is to obtain a classifier with sufficient accuracy (90% in our experiments). We iteratively train an SVM and query new design space points until we reach either the target accuracy or the maximal number of iterations k l (5 by default), as illustrated in Figure 8 -bottom and detailed in Algorithm 2. The list of samples is noted again X = k X k , where X 0 is the set of sample points obtained from the initialization step.
Classifier training. Following common machine learning practices, the dataset is first standardized (i.e., transformed to zero mean and unit variance). The SVM classifier has two hyperparameters: C, the regularization parameter, and γ , the inverse radius of influence of each support vector. We automatically select their optimal value from a logarithmic range using stratified 3-fold cross-validation. The accuracy at step k is given by the cross-validation score.
Query synthesis. In active learning, a learner is able to improve its accuracy by querying an 'oracle' for data points that were not part of its original training set [Settles 2012 ]. The query, however, comes at a computational cost; the algorithm thus needs to choose its queries wisely in order to improve its performance. In our case, where the oracle is a simulator, any physically valid point in the design space can be queried to obtain success/failure label; this problem is called query synthesis. A common strategy consists in reducing estimator uncertainty by querying regions of which the learner is the least certain about. For an SVM, this region is easy to find: it lies near the classification boundary, where the current SVM decision function f k : R d → R is close to 0. This boundary is itself defined by the v support vectors {x i } v i=1 . Hence, after training the SVM at step k, we draw samples from the mixture of Gaussians
where U is the inverse of the diagonal scaling matrix used for standardization. The Gaussians are weighted by | f k | with:
|, thus giving sampling priority to the farthest support vectors (i.e., where the boundary is most uncertain). The decision function f k allows to scale the Gaussians to sample the appropriate neighborhood around each support vectorx i . However, since samples are taken in all directions around eachx i , it is unlikely that many of such samples will actually lie near the boundary. Therefore, we first sample (without simulating) 10N s points using D k , and only keep the N s ones having the smallest | f k (x)| value.
Probability Calibration
While we do not strictly need to compute a probability when there is only one classifier (as the SVM decision function can be maximized directly), the divide-and-conquer method of Section 6 requires probabilities to be output by each classifier so that they can be meaningfully combined and/or compared. The decision function f , however, approximates a signed distance to a regularized boundary and not a probability. Nevertheless, the success probability distribution Pr(D + |x) can be approximated by applying a continuous transformation to the decision function, following a method known as Platt Scaling [Platt 1999 ] that fits a logistic regression model to the classifier's scores. Specifically, a maximum likelihood optimization is performed to calibrate the coefficients α, β ∈ R in
After this calibration, we can evaluate the SPD of a new scenario instance x by computing Pr(D + |x) (see Figure 9 ).
EXTENSION TO COMPLEX CAUSAL CHAINS
Chain reactions of reasonable visual complexity can easily depend on several dozens of layout parameters. To help the SPD computation scale to such a high number of dimensions, we propose a divide-and-conquer method where the global SPD for a scenario S = {S, G, D} is broken down into a set of success probabilities of simpler sub-scenarios
where G i is a subgraph of G, and D i is a subspace of D with dimension d i < d. This inequality is key to the scalability of our method, as it reduces the combinatorial complexity of exploring D and approximating the SPD. Before detailing our extended pipeline, let us demonstrate how to factorize Pr(D + |x). By definition, a scenario is successful if and only if each event happens in the correct order; this is equivalent to each node of the causal graph reaching success after its parent(s) did the same. Formally, if we associate to each causal graph event e i the random variable E i giving the final state of this event after simulation, we are trying to decompose the joint probability
where n is the number of events, and '{·} = success' means that all elements of the set are equal to success. To do so, let us consider the directed graphical model G obtained by substituting each node e i in G by the corresponding E i . By construction of the causal graph, the success of the parents is equivalent to the success of all ancestors; therefore the success of any E i , given x, only depends on its parents' success. In other words, G satisfies the local Markov property, expressed as conditional independence:
where V (G) is the set of vertices in G, and nd(E i ) and pa(E i ) are respectively the set of non-descendants and parents of E i in G. It can be shown that for directed acyclic graphs, this property is notably equivalent to the factorization of joint probabilities on the graph nodes into conditional probabilities given the node's parents [Lauritzen 2001] . In particular, Eq. 4 yields the SPD factorization:
We call the i-th factor of the above product the E i -CSPD (where 'C' stands for 'Conditional'). Of course, if we were to approximate each E i -CSPD as we approximate the global SPD, the complexity would be multiplied by n, rather than decreased. To effectively reduce it, we make the key observation that given pa(E i ) = success, having E i = success depends on few design parameters; in other words, the variance of each E i -CSPD mostly only occurs in a relatively lowdimensional subspace D i ⊂ D. Computing this subspace mapping (see second block in Figure 10 ) is described next. First, as a pre-processing step, we identify which E i are quasideterministic, i.e., nearly always successful when their parents are successful. Given X the sampling obtained after initial exploration (Section 5.1), which contains a minimum number of globally successful samples, we compute the success rate of each E i ,
where N + i and N − i are respectively E i 's number of successes and failures in X , and assign D i = ∅ to each E i having ρ i ≥ 0.95. The corresponding E i -CSPDs are set to 1. We measure correlations between the remaining E i and the design parameters using mutual information [Cover and Thomas 2006] , which is sensitive to linear and nonlinear relationships. In our experiments, parameters were selected if their mutual information with E i was greater than 0.2.
To approximate the non-constant factors, we apply the following method, illustrated as the stack of blocks of the extended pipeline in Figure 10 . For each E i -CSPD, we consider the subgraph G i containing only e i and its ancestors. We run the training and boundary consolidation loop (Section 5.2) using G i , with two slight modifications: (i) to satisfy the conditional probability in Eq. 5, we only keep the samples satisfying pa(E i ) = success. We know that such samples exist in the initial set for each E i , since some of the initial samples are globally successful over G. (ii) During boundary consolidation, we restrict sampling to the corresponding D i by simply taking the indices of the parameters not in D i , and setting their scale factor in U to 0: therefore, only the parameters in D i have non-zero variance. Lastly, we calibrate each probability as in Section 5.3.
As a result of the above steps, the SPD approximation can be computed with a significant complexity reduction as
where
is the subspace mapping.
LAYOUT OPTIMIZATION
Once the SPD has been computed, we take the sample point with the highest success probability as our most robust current solution. Although this design is indeed already quite robust, we further refine it by applying a nonlinear optimization. While the factorization could allow us, in theory, to optimize each E i -CSPD separately, in general they are not separable because their subspaces D i overlap.
Instead, we aggregate all components into a global energy to find
where r i (x) is the E i -CSPD approximation from Eq. 6, and the function S α : R n → R is the smooth minimum [Lange et al. 2014 ]: S α (z) = i z i e −α z i / i e −α z i with α ∈ R + controlling the importance of the smallest component of z. The reason for this choice (rather than taking the product, as in Eq. 6) comes from the observation that a chain is only as strong as its weakest link. This entails that priority should be given to maximizing the minimal E i -CSPD value, rather than maximizing their product.
The constraint vector C ensures that the design stays physically valid. It aggregates (i) penetrations between distinct rigid bodies in the scene, and (ii) primitive-specific constraints, such as ensuring that the layout of a rope-pulley is compatible with the rope length. The former is easily obtained from the rigid body simulator, as penetrations are needed to compute the reaction force between colliding shapes [Coumans 2018 ]. While we could have learned invalid configurations when computing the SPD, thus integrating the constraint into the energy, we chose to explicitly enforce physical validity during optimization for two reasons: first, validity would not have been guaranteed since we only approximate the SPD, and second, impossibility and failure are two distinct concepts. Indeed, the probability of success does not necessarily decrease as a design x ∈ D + is moved closer to D : for example, putting two successive dominoes in contact might robustly ensure that both topple.
As described earlier, the initial solution is the sample point with the highest SPD value. Assuming that this guess is close enough to the global minimum, we use Sequential Least-Squares Quadratic Programming [Kraft 1988 ] to find the optimal design.
RESULTS AND EVALUATION 8.1 Implementation
Our framework was implemented in Python 3. 3D models are generated by OpenSCAD and simulated using Bullet Physics. Most computations, including optimization, are done with Numpy and Scipy while Scikit-learn is used for the SVM classifier and the other machine learning tools. Our graphical interface (described next) was implemented with the Panda3D game engine. Code and additional details are available on the project page http://geometry.cs.ucl.ac. uk/projects/2019/causal-graphs/.
Interface. Our graphical interface allows users to define the scene and causal graph. They can instantiate the primitives described in Section 3 and define the initial layout. We provide specific tools to help designing the most complex primitives: for instance, domino runs can be generated by simply drawing a path along which dominoes are automatically distributed. Simulation can be run in real time, providing visual feedback during design. Once the scene is complete, users define the causal graph by instantiating events, linking them to the objects in the scene and drawing directed edges between them, and finally specifying necessary parameters such as design space ranges. We note that the specific layout designed in the GUI does not need to be a fully successful one: all that matters is that there is a successful region somewhere in the design space.
Export. The final optimized layout is automatically exported as PDF sheets to be printed, to provide guidance during assembly. The outline is obtained by projecting the convex hull of each object onto a vertical or horizontal plane, depending on the user's need. A pattern of grey lines is added to the background to help join the paper sheets after printing. Guidance patterns for the examples presented in this paper are provided as supplementary material.
Qualitative Evaluation
We designed, implemented, and physically realized a number of scenarios to validate our pipeline. We present here a selection of four examples, focusing on those most challenging due to complex movements and/or event synchronizations. Note that simple domino runs following long low-curvature paths are easy to design (as commonly seen in online videos) and hence were avoided in these experiments. The four presented sequences are called ballRun, causalitySwitch, longChain, and teapotAdventure, in increasing order of complexity. The first two resulted in a successful real-life run after a single try; the others, due to their higher complexity, required a more careful adjustment of the parts to the printed layout and succeeded after 4-5 trials. We note that this number is much lower that the dozens of trials usually shown in behind-the-scenes videos found online. In this section, we describe Fig. 13 . longChain scenario. A long chain of events that is triggered by the box weight pivoting an initial lever. Dominoes topple and send a ball onto a track to go hit a lever, which makes a plank topple through a narrow entrance into a goblet. This triggers the fall of the bottom weight, and in turn, the central goblet pivots to let coins fall into the box. See supplemental video. each scenario at a high level, while further details and video clips are provided in the supplemental material.
In ballRun, the goal is to get the ball to roll down the tracks and fall into the cup. However, a wooden plank blocks the entrance of the cup. Synchronization is needed along the causal graph to realize the following sequence: the ball hits the first wooden block to get the lower support rotating, but the ball has to travel slowly enough to allow the other wooden block to fall, thus opening the pathway to the target cup (see Figure 11 but best seen in the video).
The causalitySwitch contains two longer chains running in parallel until a 'domino switch' allows only the fastest path to go through by blocking the way of the other. One path is a wave-like chain of dominoes, while the other involves a ball rolling on a track. This experiment demonstrates that we can choose to optimize for either side to be the fastest by modifying the causal graph accordingly. Figure 12 shows the causal graph along with the final and initial state with the 'ball' side successfully reaching the switch first. Both versions endings are shown in the supplementary video. The longChain is a long linear sequence of events. Under the weight of the box's contents, a lever pivots to topple the domino run that, in turn, nudges the ball onto the track. The ball bounces on a small platform and hits a lever, resulting in the orange plank toppling. The plank tumbles and falls through a narrow entrance into a goblet, moving a pivot that makes the bottom weight fall, tugging on the central goblet from which coins fall into the box. Figure 13 shows the causal graph along with initial and final states of the optimized layout, while the full run is shown in the video.
The teapotAdventure is the most complex example shown in this paper (see Figures 1 and 14) . As seen from the causal graph, success for this contraption requires a very challenging synchronization between delicate event chains. In short, there are two balls involved (one initially free, and one in a cage), that need to escape the contraption and reach the teapot by opening each other's path along the way. Note that such a sequence is very difficult to manually author without computational guidance as proposed in this paper. On a lighter note, this kind of contraption illustrates the narrative power of Rube Goldberg machines, such as can be seen, e.g., in the Japanese show PythagoraSwitch.
Quantitative Evaluation
Local and global robustness. We compare the output of different methods with the following measures of robustness. Let S be a scenario with design space D, and X ⊂ D a set of points decomposed as X = X + ∪X − ∪X (respectively successes, failures and impossible instances). The local robustness ρ l :
where B ϵ (x) is the ball of radius ϵ centered at x ∈ D. In this formulation, ϵ represents a uniform error on the layout parameters, while ρ l is the success rate in the neighborhood B ϵ (x). The global
In practice, the evaluation dataset X is computed from a relatively dense sampling of the design space (with 100K points for causalitySwitch, and 1M points for the three others). Additional details on the computation of ρ l are provided in the supplemental.
Comparison with baseline methods. We define three baseline methods to compare against our technique: (B1) Uniformly sample and simulate points in D until a successful configuration is found. (B2) Uniformly sample and simulate points in D, compute the local robustness x → ρ l (x, 0.1) for each, and take the best one. (B3) Run a Bayesian Optimization with a Gaussian Process prior [Shahriari et al. 2016] (initialized with uniform sampling) using x → ρ l (x, 0.1) as an objective function.
Each baseline is given the same 'simulation budget' B computed from our own method: we first run our method T times with a different random generator seed each time (with T = 10 in our experiments), and compute B as the average number of simulations carried out. Each baseline is then also run T times until B is reached (or until a success is found for baseline B1). The final local robustness curve is the average curve of the different trials. Results in Figure 15 and Table 1 show that our method outperforms the baselines for all four scenarios presented in Section 8.2. Interestingly, the Gaussian Process optimization (B3) appears to perform worse than the simpler uniform sampling (B2) in higher dimensions, which could be due to the presence of holes (i.e., components of D ) in the optimization landscape. Additionally, we demonstrate the positive impact of SPD factorization in Figure 16 . 
Limitations and Future Work
Our method is a first step towards the robustification of machines involving complex sequences of events. It presents several limitations that open exciting avenues for future improvements. First, while our method does increase robustness to modeling biases, some neglected physical effects can still significantly influence the final execution, such as vibrations created by collisions, or tracks sagging under the weight of balls. Using a more realistic physical simulator would allow to take these secondary effects into account, as well as support more advanced primitives and events (e.g., involving cloths, fluids or fire), at the price of an increase in simulation time. Second, it is assumed that the design space contains a continuous region of solutions. While it is unclear how this could be checked at design time, some heuristics could be developed to give feedback to the user and avoid the most obvious mistakes. Third, a better understanding of dysfunctional cases could help use simulations more efficiently, by stopping runs early if failure is expected. In the same vein, when building CSPD factors, further analysis could allow restarting simulations mid-run, i.e., from an event-specific initial state. Lastly, the SPD computation could be improved in several ways. A clear next step is to try alternative classification models, such as neural networks, although SVMs present distinct advantages, such as the speed of training, the inherent ability to avoid overfitting, and the ease of sampling new points near the boundary for active learning. Performance could be improved by (i) using models supporting online training (i.e., allowing to train on new samples without retraining over the entire dataset), and (ii) using a more advanced stopping criterion for active learning.
Besides these technical points, our work may appear very specific both in scope and audience. On one hand, Rube Goldberg machines are indeed a niche application; however, our work could be applied to more useful real-world mechanisms involving sequences of events, such as locks, pop-up tents and ejection seats, to name a few. Indeed, while we chose to limit our design space to layout parameters (as components were assumed to be preexisting), nothing prevents the inclusion of other geometric and physical parameters (although additional physical validity checks may have to be performed). The causal graph, however, would need to support additional features such as disjunctions (i.e., 'if/else' paths), 'or' preconditions (i.e., checking for an event condition if any of its parent events happened) and duration-based events (i.e., with a condition expected to be true Error ϵ on the output layout parameters x * Average local robustness for a given amount of time). However, this does not fundamentally change the method in Section 5; as for the factorization in Section 6, it only requires the graph to be directed and acyclic. On the other hand, regarding the audience, while it is true that the expected input (scene, causal graph and parameter ranges) is demanding for novice users, we envision our work as part of a larger workflow where such data could be automatically generated from a more intuitive user input; this problem is left as an exciting avenue for future research.
CONCLUSION
We presented a computational approach to help design chain reaction contraptions by optimizing the components' layout for a target sequence of events specified as a causal graph. We specifically focused on robustifying the design against modeling bias and manual assembly errors. At the core of the method is the computation of a success probability distribution (SPD) that provides an approximate measure of robustness to uncertainties. We combined simulationbased search and machine learning techniques to build the SPD, before using it to obtain a robust design layout. We showed significant improvement over baseline methods across a wide range of dimensions, and validated our method by physically realizing a set of complex Rube Goldberg machines optimized with our technique.
